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About This Game

Test your reflexes, judgment and tactics while facing up to eight other players in this follow-up to the critically acclaimed and
popular arcade game Gumboy: Crazy Adventur 5d3b920ae0

Title: Gumboy Tournament
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Publisher:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Release Date: 19 May, 2008
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Very Good Game.. It can be funny if youre looking for basic arcade game like haxball, pong etc. to play with your friends at one
computer. Otherwise; I DO NOT RECOMMEND. Don't waste your money.. This game sucks so bad, that makes Bad Rats look
like Titanfall (but no seriously, Bad Rats was really fun, that i made 3 hours from the first launch, even i unlocked an
achievement). I am sorry for the people who bought it for full price. Atleast i spend 20 cents for this.. Test your reflexes,
judgment and tactics while facing up to eight other players in this follow-up to the critically acclaimed and popular arcade game
Gumboy: Crazy Adventures, winner of numerous accolades including Gametunnel's GAME OF THE YEAR 2006. Featuring
the same graphically rich, fantasy style that made the original Gumboy so captivating, Gumboy Tournament adds new levels,
bonuses, and four new multiplayer modes. Players can now compete in the furious capture the flag mode, fight to control
valuable territories, frantically collect diamonds or race through control points. All this is played out in highly complex levels
full of spiral chutes, fountains, waterways and even outer spacecomplete with planets and sudden gravity changes.. Awesome
game, the memories, the feels.. I would definetly recommend this deep storyline and charecter set to my 6 inch. I would
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definetly recommend this deep storyline and charecter set to my 6 inch. more like cumboy tournament B^). ACTUALLY
REALLY FUN LIKE ROLLING AROUND ANDbr> INCREDIBLE. This game sucks so bad, that makes Bad Rats look like
Titanfall (but no seriously, Bad Rats was really fun, that i made 3 hours from the first launch, even i unlocked an achievement).
I am sorry for the people who bought it for full price. Atleast i spend 20 cents for this.
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